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dear student,
Here it is in front of you: the election program of Lijst VUUR 2021-2022. I first
want to emphasize how happy I am that you opened this election program. I
especially want to make it clear that it is an honor for me to introduce you to
Lijst VUUR and our election program. It is with due pride that we are writing
this ambitious plan together. I believe in us and in Lijst VUUR ‘s election program. I believe in our ideas for improvement at our university..
A peculiar year lies behind us. A year in which we have learned to be flexible,
in which we may have felt distance, but in other ways were actually more
connected than ever. I’d like to ask you to sit back and flip (or scroll digitally)
through this program. I invite you to search for the topics that interest you or
the areas where you would like to see change. Above all, I invite you to search
for connectivity and engage in conversation with us. We want to represent
students in the best possible way; we are prepared for any conversation and
would like to answer all your questions.
Please: Give us your time, give us your opinion! In the coming year, we are
here for you: for your education, for your well-being and for our university.
Lijst VUUR is here for the students, for the connection and for the university:
Lijst VUUR is for us, for all students.

VUUR voor jou
Vote 6 till 8 April for student participation, vote VUUR!

Chiara Stam
Leading Candidate, Lijst VUUR 2021-2022
University Council
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Covid-19
In the past year we have learned and experienced a great deal. Lijst VUUR
believes it is important that what has been learned will be exchanged with
each other. In addition, when the university reopens, Vuur wants to put the
well-being and community building of all students and faculty as their highest
priority. Together we can regain all the ground we lost, together we can build
our student lives again

BEST PRACTICES

During the past year, many experiences have been gained within the various
organs of the university. We have learnt how to deal with solitude, with
academic pressure in times of no motivation, and in serious self preservation in
times of the lockdown. Ideally, these experiences should not be lost but rather
shared and exchanged. Lijst VUUR encourages this exchange of practices. We
want to continue to facilitate engaging in conversation with each other and
Lijst VUUR will also actively participate in these conversations. In this way,
knowledge is preserved and expanded. Examples of practises that should be
shared is how to give lectures in which students feel comfortable enough to
participate or how to find a healthy balance between studying and relaxation.

BIMODAL EDUCATION

One of the problems that we have encountered in online education this year
is the accessibility of lectures and knowledge clips. Some lectures are given
live and are only available during the lecture itself. Especially with bimodal
education (both on- and offline education) this can lead to problems for
students. Physical lectures are sometimes scheduled too close to the online
lectures, making it impossible for students to actively follow and participate
in both lectures or to socialize with peers after class. Lijst VUUR recognizes
this problem and would like to see a solution, for example by making lectures
available for longer periods for students on the course and scheduling with
attention to the balance between physical and online lessons.
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RECONNECTING STUDENTS

Because of the pandemic, a lot of students feel like they lost their bearings.
Students saw their entire social lives fall apart due to the measures. It is hard
to imagine for students how to pick up the pace of their previous lifestyles.
Lijst VUUR wants to reach out to these students to offer help and guidance.
We see an important role for the study
and student associations in this and
we believe that the university plays
an important role in acknowledging,
promoting and prioritizing student
associations; after all, they can largely
combat the loneliness that is currently
very present among students. One
example of this appreciation for
associations is a recognition certificate,
which, for example, gives association
board members something tangible in
return for the time and energy they put
into their association.

“OUR FRESHMEN FROM
COLLEGE YEARS 20/21
DESERVE AN EQUAL START IN
THEIR STUDENT LIFE”

“RE-INTRO WEEK”

The introduction week of educational programmes, but also of other
organizations related to students, is the place for many students to make new
friends. However, due to the pandemic, this week fell apart. Our freshmen from
college years 20/21 deserve an equal start in their student life just like all other
students. Therefore, Lijst VUUR thinks it is no less than fair that the students
who missed this week due to the pandemic should be given the chance to
participate in some form of introduction week again this year.

“STUDENTS NEED TO BE
RECONNECTED.”
University Council
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ACKNOWLEDGING MENTAL AND EDUCATIONAL DAMAGE
AS A RESULT OF THE PANDEMIC
Due to the pandemic, students face educational disadvantages and they have
reported feeling lonely. Various studies have shown that this has had a major
impact on the well-being of students. From the university’s point of view, it is
important that these problems are recognized. The university can only continue
to take its responsibility and try to get its students “up to speed” again as best
as possible. We can do this by hosting things like catch up courses, extra classes,
small scale student meeting points and events.

REOPENING BUILDINGS

Lijst VUUR thinks it is important that students get in touch with each other.
This is why Lijst VUUR remains committed to reopening buildings so students
can meet up in a responsible manner. Reopening buildings will not only create
places where students can go for studying, but also to just have a spot for
meeting each other and enjoying social contact. For example, a proposal by
Lijst VUUR was passed that will ensure that the offices of study associations
will be opened earlier. “When reopening these buildings and taking such
actions, we will continue to look at the current figures from the RIVM and the
measures in place at the time to ensure that an expansion of freedom does not
come at the expense of student safety.

In short :
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to acknowledge damage caused by the pandemic
Bimodal education
Reconnect students with each other
A re-intro/out week for those who had to do the previous one online
Reopen buildings safely and quickly
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Quality of Education
The quality of education has always been very important to Utrecht University. After all, the quality of education influences the skills, growth and knowledge of the students of the university. For the same reason, Lijst VUUR will
once again ensure that all opportunities to improve the quality of education
are taken.

SMALL SCALE EDUCATION

In the coming years, the university will receive additional money from the government specifically for education. Lijst VUUR will ensure that this money
ends up where it belongs: in the lecture hall. At the moment, the halls of a
number of courses seem quite full, which means there is less room for individual attention for students. This reduction in individual attention is also noticeable in teachers, who work in overtime a lot. Due to the high workload for
teachers, they have fewer DCUs to rearrange their courses for new groups of
students. As a result, courses are given in the same way for year after year.
Reducing the number of students in lecture halls and seminars therefore leads
to less stress for professors and more attention for the individual student. This
benefits educational quality.

FLEX-STUDYING

A large proportion of the students have to support themselves financially and,
in addition to a full-time academic education, often still have a part-time job.
In addition, students try to distinguish themselves through board positions,
internships, experience abroad, volunteer work or other related activities to
strengthen their curriculum. Especially during the pandemic, it is essential that
the university responds to the pressure to perform that many students are experiencing. Flexible studying (paying per ECTS instead of per academic year)
makes it easier for students to determine their own study rhythm and allows
students to take on other tasks in addition to their studies. In recent years, Lijst
VUUR has worked hard on a pilot for flexible learning, among others within
the Faculty of Humanities; with positive results. We will use these successes as
a catalyst to make flexible learning possible for more students.

University Council
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INTERDISCIPLINARY EDUCATION

Interdisciplinary training is becoming increasingly important, jobs in research,
education and business are broadening, and the world’s major problems can
only be solved with an interdisciplinary approach. Lijst VUUR therefore believes that the possibility of broadening one’s studies should be supported. These
possibilities must be further expanded: with more interdisciplinary minors and
honors programs, and by making interfaculty studying easier.

INDEPENDENCE

We at Lijst VUUR believe that although the interests and mental health of
all parties should never be forgotten, a great goal of the university is to train
students to become independent and
critically thinking people. This can only
be achieved by giving space for independence. A strict attendance requirement of 100% does not fit within this
vision. Lijst VUUR wants to look at the
possibilities of alleviating these attendance requirements, which are more
stringent in some courses than others.

“VUUR for your
education ”
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ACCESSIBLE EDUCATION

Accessibility of education means that students with disabilities or learning difficulties must be supported. Inaccessible rooms or buildings should never be
the reason that a student cannot participate at Utrecht University. In addition,
students with learning disabilities or mental issues must be supported by the
university, to deal with them as much as possible. Lijst VUUR therefore supports the Platform Unlimited Studying, which helps students with any disadvantage to reach their full potential. Prospective or enrolled students should
never feel a barrier to asking for help. Lijst VUUR wants to give every student
the opportunity to actively participate in their education and provide the help
they need.

In het kort :
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small-scale education
Lower workload
Extend opportunities for flexible study
Expand opportunities for interdisciplinary education
Less strict attendance requirement (independence)
Accessible education
University Council
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Student well-being
More and more students are experiencing (academic) stress. The well-being
and health of all students has become a top priority, which is a step in the right
direction. Lijst VUUR is committed to offering a more efficient way of helping
students who could use support. In addition, Lijst VUUR offers opportunities
for personal growth and would like to see the university offer support for this
as well.

BUDDY SYSTEM
In order to support students, it is important that they have contact with other
students. Whereas the university offers professional help in the form of student
psychologists, Lijst VUUR sees an opportunity in students supporting other
students. We think it is important to develop a “buddy system”, where students
can undertake activities and communicate in an informal manner with other
students in similar situations in order to be able to contact each other in an
accessible way and to experience support from each other.

THE UNIVERSITY AND MOVEMENT
Good physical health has a positive impact on mental health. In recent years
the university has grown, but Olympos has not grown with it. We want to see
if it is possible to expand Olympos, so that more students can enjoy the sports
on offer. In addition, we want to work with the various student associations
to see if they can promote or organize sports activities to get students more
involved in exercise.

ATTENTION FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS
To a certain extent, the university must take care of its students. We believe
that it is extremely important that each student receives the necessary but
also deserved attention in order to get the most out of their study time. We
believe that one-on-one personal guidance and care should be the basis for
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the way the university treats its students, so that students have the space to
develop in a way that fully suits them. In this, it is important that the student
feels comfortable and knows where to turn with their problems. Here, clear
communication from the various help lines is important. The university does not
have a parental role, but it is co-responsible for the well-being of the student.

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY COMPLETELY FREE

During Christmas-break a lot of students have to retake courses and work
on their studies, even during Christmas and on New Year’s Day. This can be
the source of a lot of stress and anxiety. In the case of some international
students who go months on end without seeing their family, this can even
lead to them having to cut yet more of this time. We think other ways of doing
the work now done in the Christmas break can be found. Lijst VUUR thinks
that the Christmas-break should be kept completely free of any educational
obligations to ensure that our students have the opportunity to discharge
from their already busy studies stress-free. Additionally placing deadlines and
assignment due-dates right after the Christmas break practically leads to the
same situation, sacrificing the alleged free time on education, thus this should
also be tackled.
University Council
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SUBSTANCE USE

The usage of mind-altering substances, most prominently alcohol, is widespread
among the UU student body. To many students, it is an essential part of their
(social)life (bron). Although this is not necessarily a problem this tendency
poses very real risks. Students can fall behind on workloads, get themselves
in less-than-ideal situations, or even face addiction. This topic should be more
widely discussed and the taboo surrounding drug use should be broken by
the university. The pressures and different influences in a student’s life can
normalise the usage of alcohol and drugs in their social and private circles
yet resources provided by the university to deal with its downsides remain
too absent. Lijst VUUR will make substance use a discussable topic and try
to make the situation surrounding drugs and alcohol as safe as possible. We
propose that the university makes substance use and misuse a discussable
topic and provide information about safe drug use and facilities to reach out to
when students struggle. The university holds a degree of responsibility for their
students that extends further than the lecture rooms. Socializing and pleasure
are an important part of your college days but the other side of the coin must
also be discussed.

MAPPING CARE

Getting in touch with a mental health
professional is often a long search. To
help students with this problem there
are consultation hours with student
psychologists where they can go with
their questions. In addition, VIDIUS has
developed a care map, where students can

“The university must take
responsibility for the
well-being of its
students.”

find clear information about care and care institutions. In addition, students
can visit www.studentenzorgwijzer.nl for information about care in general.
Lijst VUUR believes it is important to bring these various resources to the
student’s attention and to develop further tools to support the student where
necessary.

EVERYONE HAS A BAD DAY SOMETIMES

The current resit regulation states that an exam can be resit if the grade is
between 4 and 5.5. Lijst VUUR believes that exams that are graded with a
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mark higher than 5.5 may also be retaken. The maximum grade of 6 at the
resit must also be deleted. Everyone has a bad day and should not be judged
for it by the strong resit regulations. It is important that all these regulations
are the same for all programs. This also applies to the cum-laude regulations,
which currently differ per program.

SOCIAL SAFETY

\Lijst VUUR is committed to a university where social safety of employees and
students is a high priority. As such, List VUUR believes that misconduct, such as
discrimination or sexual intimidation, should be dealt with strictly. In line with the
university council-wide memo “melden en klagen” (reporting and complaining),
we continue to fight for the subsequent concrete policy improvements. The first
goal is to make the complaints committee and procedure fully independent, as
this is not the case now. In addition, the intense experiences of victims must be
handled with more care and expertise, and good aftercare must be offered at
the end of the procedure. Accessible anonymous reporting must be possible
in order to discover patterns early on. In addition, the university must work
more actively on a safe work and study environment, for example by making
active bystander training mandatory. Finally, we argue for an independent
ombuds official who can independently investigate patterns and causes of
social insecurity.

In het kort :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A buddy system
Encouraging physical health
More attention to the student as an individual
Christmas break completely study free
Making substance use a subject of discussion
Guiding students to the right mental health care
Make it possible to retake grades higher than 5.5
University Council
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Future-proof and
sustainable development
Utrecht University has the ambition to become climate-neutral by 2030. Lijst
VUUR welcomes the steps that the university has taken towards sustainable
development but also sees many further improvements the university can make
in order to play an exemplary role in the fight against climate change. Energy
and mobility currently have the biggest impact on the university’s emissions,
but environmental awareness can also lead to improvements in other areas.
Lijst VUUR will encourage the Executive Board to use those opportunities.

ENERGY

“Lijst VUUR also sees
possibilities in collecting,
reusing or making study
books accessible online. ”

The university is already well on its way
to sustainably generating its energy.
Lijst VUUR applauds the university’s
research into building windmills at
Utrecht Science Park, as one large
windmill would already make the
energy-usage approximately 25%
more sustainable. Furthermore, the reduction of energy consumption is just
as essential. Lijst VUUR supports the redevelopment of energy-inefficient
buildings but at the same time recognizes the importance of education for
students in the historic inner city. As the historical university buildings are the
charming face of the university, Lijst VUUR thinks it’s important that Utrecht
University does what it can to retain its inner-city buildings. With having missed
out on achieving its emission goal for 2020, it is even more necessary to reach
the goal of 100% of the energy used sources locally and renewably in 2030.
Lijst VUUR wants to make sure that this goal is reached by further encouraging
new initiatives to increase local and renewable energy productions such as
research into more solar panels and wind energy installations as well as
increasing the production of green gas to decrease the amount of natural gas
used.
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DECREASED AND SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY

Obviously, once possible, most of the education should return to the physical
classrooms. However, by offering alternative, modern and online education,
the university should make it possible for students and staff to work from home
when physical attendance is unnecessary. For example, through papers and
take-home exams, the need for commuting could be decreased. Consider more
take-home exams or essays for the courses where this is possible. This way,
students do not have travel time to come to exams. Furthermore necessary
travels could be made more sustainable. To achieve this Lijst VUUR supports
the university’s plans to make Utrecht Science Park as car-free as possible, as
well as initiatives by The Green Office such as the Travel Green Grant.

WASTE REDUCTION & CIRCULAR ECONOMY

By encouraging students and staff to bring their own mugs, waste can be
significantly reduced. Furthermore, through several initiatives by Lijst VUUR
, such as reusable bottles in vending machines, the university has already
reduced its plastic footprint. Lijst VUUR also sees potential in the collecting and
reusing, or online accessibility of textbooks. However, to create a completely
waste-free university, the step to a circular economy is essential. For example,
the university processes its green waste from the Utrecht Science Park and
the ICU grounds into Bokashi: a process that enriches the soil. Lijst VUUR sees
many more opportunities for creating a more sustainable university, such
as the creation of a bigger compost heap and more composting bins at all
university grounds. For this Lijst VUUR wants to continue our cooperation with
The Green Office and support projects like the Precious Plastic project.

Catering

There are opportunities for sustainable
catering at Utrecht University as well.
While improvements have been made,
vegan and vegetarian options are still
few and sometimes completely lacking,
especially concerning warm meals.
Offering these options would both lower
the footprint of the university and expand
the environmental awareness among
students.
University Council
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SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS

While all previous topics are important, it is also essential to choose sustainable
business partners. Financial disinvestment and sustainable reinvestment are
two steps the university can take to reduce our carbon footprint. The way we
spend, invest, or even save our money, has an impact. Currently, the university
uses the ABN AMRO bank, which sorely lacks in climate change prevention
policies. We should move our accounts to a more sustainable and innovative
bank.

STIMULATION OF INITIATIVES AND RESEARCH

Finally, as an exemplary research institution, the university has a responsibility
to contribute to the development of sustainability on and off university
grounds. The vast network of Lijst VUUR supports this in multiple ways. We
have a track record of both strongly supporting student entrepreneurship and
assisting research into the development of sustainable sources of Energy.

In het kort :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable generation
Reduction of consumption
Sustainable mix between online and physical education
Reusing or online accessibility of textbooks
Promotion of circular economy
Vegan and vegetarian catering
Sustainable business partners
Assisting research and initiatives in sustainability
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Inclusivity and
diversity
Lijst VUUR belongs to a University that values inclusivity and diversity. Students
from all backgrounds and every walk of life are welcome here. This makes
for an inspiring and dynamic academic environment. However, we must put
in provisions that facilitate such an exchange, so their potential is not lost in
communication or integration. Lijst VUUR is committed to every student to
make the university a safe study environment for everyone.

ACCESSIBILITY

Education should be accessible to everyone. Choosing to study at university can
be challenging for students from families without an academic background.
Lijst VUUR wants to support these students in making their decision by
expanding outreach programs of the university in the form of Buddy systems
or mentors. Certainly there seem to be differences in the training provided to
mentors. Further, students do not always seem to find the support programs

University Council
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here. Lijst VUUR is committed to making these programs visible to the students
who would benefit from them. In addition, Lijst VUUR stands for equal
opportunity for all. To give every student an equal chance, fair examinations,
but especially grading of assignments is an important aspect. Lijst VUUR
wants to address this by investigating the possibilities of ‘blind grading’. In
this way, an assessment can never, unknowingly, be influenced by a teacher’s
expectations of a student.

UTRECHT UNIVERSITY AND THE WORLD

Utrecht University strives to be an international university with collaborations
across borders in their strategic plan and more and more international students
attend our university. Lijst VUUR wants to remove barriers to their participation
in the university by providing important documents in both Dutch and English.
For the university council this means increasing the use of english as well. This
way a proficiency in different languages is not a limiting factor anymore and
communication between Dutch and international students becomes easier.
In this, we strive for a sustainable internationalization that will benefit Dutch
students and staff as well as international students and staff. To further help
with this process Lijst VUUR wants to offer cultural exchange opportunities to
increase the contact between Dutch and international students.

LANGUAGE COURSES

Language should also not be a barrier
to accessing education. To ensure
that teachers’ and students’ language
proficiency in both English and Dutch
are adequate, Lijst VUUR wants to
offer Dutch language courses for
international students and teachers,
and English language courses for
Dutch students and teachers. English
is becoming increasingly important
in today’s world, but especially in
academia. Lijst VUUR wants to ensure
that every teacher or student has the
necessary language proficiency. Thanks

“Lijst VUUR stands for equal
opportunity
for all. ”
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to Lijst VUUR , English language proficiency has already become a mandatory
part of the qualification that every teacher must obtain. Lijst VUUR will urge
the university to continue working on the English language skills of its staff. In
addition, learning Dutch makes the integration of international students into
the full student life of Utrecht easier, since language barriers can also impact
access to other aspects of student life. Lijst VUUR therefore also wants to
work on a non-educational language policy that aims to allow access to all
students.

DIVERSITY

Utrecht University should be a place where everyone feels safe. This applies
to everyone, regardless of cultural or ethnic background, sexuality or gender.
Students should be able to be who they want to be, this starts with the
recognition of different genders. Lijst VUUR wants to work towards this. For
example, by ensuring that students should be able to choose their preferred
pronouns in communications with the university and registration for courses.
Furthermore, Lijst VUUR wants to create an academic culture that is more
inclusive by creating an academic calendar that also pays attention to, for
example, other culture’s holidays. Lijst VUUR is aware of the discussion
surrounding this topic and believes that especially respect in this towards each
other is very important and is a core value for inclusion and diversity.

In het kort :
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outreach to students from families without academic background
Blind grading
Important documents in both english and Dutch
Language courses to improve proficiency
Students can choose preferred pronoun
Respect towards other cultures holidays
University Council
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Housing and
Facilities
A university not only holds a responsibility to conduct research for the
advancement of science but also to ensure the individual and personal
development of its students. To succeed in their education, students require
several facilities accommodated by the university. Lijst VUUR aims to improve
the facilities available throughout the university and beyond.

MORE STUDENT HOUSING

In 2018 there was a shortage of over 4,000
student rooms in Utrecht. In order to bridge
the period until new student residences
have been set up by the municipality;400
temporary residences appeared at the
Utrecht Science Park at the beginning of
2020. The arrival of the 400 homes is a step

“Make the Uithof a livable
place for students”

in the right direction, but will not solve the housing shortage of the remaining
90%. As finding honest and safe housing in Utrecht can cause a lot of stress for
students, Lijst VUUR would like to see more assertiveness from the university
to decrease the shortage in student housing for both Dutch and international
students. More effort should be put into additional buildings where students
can live under safe and fair conditions. Certainly at the Uithof, Utrecht University
can contribute to this by, for example, engaging more with partners located
here (Camelot, SSH).

LIVEABLE UITHOF

While the population of the Uithof has grown, locations where people can
socialize without spending a lot of money remain scarce. Furthermore, Lijst
VUUR recognizes the need for a bigger and cheaper supermarket to facilitate
the basic human needs of the many inhabitants (almost 3000) of the Uithof.
Beside that catering done by student businesses can be used to promote a
circular economy
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MORE STUDY SPOTS

The necessity of more study spots and meeting rooms for students has been
particularly emblematic in the COVID crisis. We have heard many complaints
about the website and the reservation mechanism of study spots in the
university library. Lijst VUUR is going to increase the number of study spots
and meeting rooms, as well as enhance the website, and work towards a
more transparent overview of the available spots, rooms, and facilities in the
university libraries. An example of this would be a system where locations and
number of study spots are visible in a map in a storage.

BETTER CATERING

Since the switch from Sodexo to Eurest in 2020, a few things have changed.
A few restaurants have expanded further. Lijst VUUR thinks it is important
that the catering remains varied and there are enough healthy (vega and
vegan) options. A good example of varied cuisine can already be found in the
Future Food island in the Educatorium. Besides the tasty dishes, there are also
exhibitions and activities on food-related themes. One point that could still be
gained is the use of local products, good for the environment, for the student
and the region. Meanwhile, in most buildings microwaves can be found that
can be used by students, this way students can always eat their own food.

In het kort :
•
•
•
•
•
•

Honest and safe housing for nationals and internationals alike
More and better facilities at the Uithof
More study spots
Enhance the website of the UB
Varied and healthy catering
Microwaves

University Council
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Active student-life
Student life is first and foremost about studying, but Utrecht is also buzzing
with various study and student (sports) associations, which are an essential
part of student life in Utrecht. Lijst VUUR is committed to students who want
to do extra activities besides studying and believes that students should be
given the space and support to do so.

RECOGNITION AND SUPPORT BOARD YEAR

Students who do a board year dedicate a year to making sure their members
and their associations have a great year. Lijst VUUR emphasizes the
appreciation and recognition of student board members and has therefore
made an effort to reward the efforts of these board members last year by
awarding them a certificate. In addition to being incredibly educational and
fun, a board year is also very time consuming. However, not much attention is
given to performance pressure that board members face.. Lijst VUUR believes
it is important for board members to be able to talk to a confidant at the
University who has experience in the area of performance pressure. This will
allow these students to get the full potential out of their board year.

ASSOCIATIONS WITHOUT WORRIES

We now see that associations have to pay a lot of
money to be able to stand on the introduction days.
Lijst VUUR wants the cost of being able to stand
there to be shared more fairly. The costs should
be proportional. We also want the associations
in Utrecht to be more visible to internationals so
they also get the chance to join an association.
Lijst VUUR also sees that study associations often
have no location for their activities. Therefore,
we want the university to provide locations for
study associations where they can organize their
activities. Finally, Lijst VUUR has made sure that
Uni-Life wants to cooperate with the UU. We are enormously proud of that. It
is an event platform where students can find all activities and events of study
and student associations in Utrecht. This will make it easier for students to
participate in an active student life.

“Every student
has the right to
participate in the
studentlife”
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THE 75/25 RULE

Associations should also be accessible, List VUUR believes. In the 2020-2021
academic year, 75% of all members of a student association had to study at UU
or HU. If this was not the case, these associations were significantly reduced in
the board grants. With this policy, students at HKU do not get a good chance to
join a student association, which List VUUR thinks is unfair. The HKU produces
many active students and are therefore indispensable in student associations.
List VUUR wants the percentage of mandatory UU and HU students to remain
at 75% this year, so that HKU students also get a fair chance.

POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

This coming year, the policy framework for student organizations will be
revised. Currently, a number of associations receive a basic subsidy. The Utrecht
University plans to eliminate this subsidy starting in 2022 and redistribute
it in other ways to all student associations. Lijst VUUR believes that this
redistribution should be carefully considered and listened to by all relevant
parties, which is not sufficiently the case with the current new plan. Also, the
total subsidy pot needs to be increased, as many more associations will use it.

TRAINED CONFIDANTS

Many associations have a confidant at their disposal whom members can
turn to. In reality, however, this role is often reserved for a board member of the
association in question. Members can confide in this person. We often see that
within student associations a member of the board takes on this role. We do
not often see a confidant in study associations, although here too a confidant
is a valuable addition. Lijst VUUR is committed to offering trained confidants
by the university, along with training to members and board members who
wish to become a confidant.

In het kort :
•
•
•
•
•
•

Confidential counsellor for board members
Fair costs for stands at the UIT
Locations for study associations
75/25 rule
Fair distribution of subsidies
Trained confidants for study associations
University Council
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digitization
In a world that is increasingly connected to each other and in which the term
global village is becoming stronger, an important aspect is digitization. Not
only for the dissemination of knowledge for research but also in the field of
education, the digitization of the university is of great importance.

A PLEASANT ONLINE ENVIRONMENT
Lijst VUUR holds educational quality
in high regard. Quality in both off- and
online education. Online education
is quite new and brings with it many
new and perhaps unknown situations.
In order to ensure educational quality
in an online environment, Lijst VUUR
believes that a university-wide handbook
should be created that includes manuals,
opportunities within online programs,
and rules regarding online education and
safety.

“Use
digitalisation
smart.”

ONE PLATFORM FOR ALL UU PORTALS

Lijst VUUR is committed to providing education-related information on one
clear and accessible platform. Currently there are three separate platforms
where students get their information from, namely: Osiris, Blackboard, the
student website and MyTimetable UU. By merging these platforms, students
will not have to log in to the different platforms, making it much easier to see
all information at a glance.

OPEN SCIENCE

A good foundation in knowledge transfer leads to more efficient research.
This allows the university to flourish in the way knowledge can be transferred,
both nationally and internationally. Lijst VUUR supports the four pillars of the
open science program and sees the added value of facilitating this service. An
example is making academic articles available free of cost.
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FLEX-STUDYING

Lijst VUUR promotes adaptable education. We want lectures to be recorded
so that students rewatch lectures when they could not attend the lectures
for whatever reason. In this way, students who are not able to attend the live
lectures will not be disadvantaged

CYBERSAFETY AND PRIVACY

Currently, Utrecht University uses a password system that requires students
to change their password regularly. Lijst VUUR finds this to be a cumbersome
system, and one that also contributes only a limited amount to security. Lijst
VUUR wants the Utrecht University to continue to look for more secure methods,
whereby we welcome the recently implemented two-factor authentication as
a step in the right direction

STUDY MATERIALS

Lijst VUUR strives to minimize unnecessary paper use. We want to achieve
this by making study materials available digitally. For example, study books,
which students often use for only one course. If it is not possible to make study
materials available digitally, Lijst VUUR wants the university to stimulate and
facilitate reuse. Lijst VUUR is for less waste and more reuse.

In het kort :
•
•
•
•
•

University-wide handbook
One platform for MyTimetable, Blackboad and Osiris
Recorded lectures
Secure login methods
Digital learning tools to reduce paper waste
University Council
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improve student
participation
Lijst VUUR stands for a university in which students have the opportunity to
participate in the developments taking place within the university.

LIJST VUUR GIVES VOICE TO STUDENTS
Unfortunately, the gap between students
and participation seems substantial
sometimes. Lijst VUUR wants to reduce
this gap. Last year, Lijst VUUR already
started organizing input moments and
task forces where students were welcomed
who were not directly involved within
the student participation. In this way,
Lijst VUUR tries to strengthen the bond
between participants and students. Lijst
VUUR also hopes to make participation
more visible and, above all, less abstract.
In doing so we hope that all students feel
represented and, most importantly, heard.

“Lijst VUUR sees the
importance of student
involvement within the
representative body.
After all, it remains our
education!”
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IMPORTANCE OF STUDENT PARTICIPATION

Importance and strengthening of participation and
In 2015, we saw with sadness that the basic grant was abolished. Remarkably,
at the time, students were little deployed during the decision-making
process at the national level, this while student participation was important
precisely here. After all, it is about a very large consequence for us. Within the
university, however, students still have a large voice in decisions made by the
university. Partly thanks to List Fire, steps have been taken to improve student
welfare, diversity and inclusion. In addition, steps have been taken to facilitate
sustainable development initiatives and research. In recent times, Lijst VUUR
has also been very active in strengthening the position of students in the
participation. For example, Lijst VUUR has written a nota to appoint a student
assessor within the Executive Board and the possibilities for a university forum
are being investigated. These two new bodies should contribute to broader
participation of students and employees, and more representative decisionmaking within the university. Lijst VUUR is committed to realizing both the
student-assessor position and the university forum. Lijst VUUR is also looking
into the possibilities of strengthening the participation by appointing a policy
officer for participation. Lijst VUUR sees the importance of student involvement
within the participation and decision-making process. After all, it is still our
education!

In het kort:
•
•
•
•

Input sessions for students
Making the participation more visible
Strengthen the position of students in the participation
Studentassessor within the Executive Board
University Council
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FOR aDditional information:
www.verenigingvuur.nl
1. Chiara Stam
c.c.stam@uu.nl

5. Abraham de Boer
A.d.deboer@students.uu.nl

2. Rémi ter Haar
r.e.terhaar@students.uu.nl

6. Klara Röhrs

3. Annemarijn Oudejans
a.t.oudejans@uu.nl

4. Job de Jager

K.l.b.rohrs@students.uu.nl

7. Mels Tijdgat
m.tijdgat@students.uu.nl

j.s.dejager@students.uu.nl

Laat je stem horen voor de Universiteitsraad.
Stemmen kan van 6-8 april.
Make your voice heard for the University Council.
You can vote from 6-8 April.
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University Council
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